
• A streamlined project delivery process

• An effective tool for communicating project status internally as well as externally

• Improved resource utilization and forecasting

• Improved resource management

• Improved portfolio management capabilities

• Improved and automated project and portfolio reporting and visibility
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THE KEYTHE KEY
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Gesa-Inspirus needed a unified 

portfolio management solution first and 

foremost. However, EPMA found that their 

problems didn’t start and stop with the 

merging workloads.

They were in need of an established 

plan for future resource allocation, as well as 

experiencing a very unique glitch inside of 

Project Online.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Challenges that the organization faced:
• Number of projects increasing:

+ Merger between Gesa & Inspirus

+ Natural flow of business

• Technical glitches and hurdles

• Lack of knowledge about the tool
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After a 3-day requirements gathering workshop to gather and validate functional system 

requirements used to design the PPM tool configuration, we hit the ground running with:

VALUEVALUE
ADDEDADDED

The final of our 4 weeks came and went before we knew it. We set out early on to deliver 

on the promise of a singular centralized location for all their resources and related information. 

By the end, we had effectively enhanced their visibility and control over their resources, fixed 

their pesky tech bug , and delivered on the original promise which granted:
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Re-engineered the Project Online security 

model, using the out-of-box security groups, 

with re-defined permissions according to the 

Credit Union’s needs.

Custom built enterprise calendars, user-

defined attributes, user-defined views, project 

detail pages, and an enterprise resource pool 

full to the brim.

Installed and customized EPMA’s “PPMVUE” 

dashboard and reporting app to fit their 

preferences.

Project Management TechnologyProject Management Technology

EPMA was given the opportunity  

to step in and help boost collaboration on 

projects in the newly-formed organization; 

through implementing Project Online and 

training the necessary team members over 

the course of our 4-week engagement.

1 day of administrator training and 2 days 

of project manager training on the fully 

configured final version of the solution.

As non-profit credit unions, Gesa and 

Inspirus took on a massive workload when 

they proceeded with their merger to become 

Gesa-Inspirus.

They needed to maintain their 

productivity as they worked to combine their 

individual PMO processes.


